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Abstract. The modern teaching is that centrifugal force only
exists in a rotating frame of reference and that the only force that acts
in an inertial frame of reference when a body undergoes circular
motion is an inward acting centripetal force. On the contrary however
it is here proposed that a rotating frame of reference, rather than
creating an inertial centrifugal force, actually masks a hithertofore
unrecognized inertial centripetal force. When the books are correctly
balanced, it will be demonstrated that centrifugal force is a real force,
closely related to kinetic energy, and observable in any frame of
reference.

The Inertial Path
I. Consider a particle moving in an inertial frame of reference. We write the
position vector of this particle relative to any arbitrarily chosen polar origin as,
r  rrˆ

(1)

where the unit vector r̂ is in the radial direction and where r is the radial
distance. Taking the time derivative and using the product rule, we obtain the
velocity,
r  rrˆ  rθˆ

(2)

where θ̂ is the unit vector in the transverse direction and where  is the
angular speed about the polar origin. Taking the time derivative again we obtain
the expression for acceleration in the inertial frame,
2
r  rrˆ  rθˆ  rθˆ  rθˆ  r rˆ

(3)

which can be rearranged as,
2
r  (r  r )rˆ  (2r r)θˆ

(4)

(†see the note at reference [1] regarding Maxwell’s equation (77) and equation (4) above)
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In the case of uniform straight line motion in an inertial frame, the
acceleration is zero. Conservation of angular momentum means that the
transverse component vanishes and therefore,

r  r  0
2

(5)

The term r , being positive, is the inertial centrifugal acceleration while the
2
negative term r must be an equal and opposite inertial centripetal
acceleration. The centrifugal acceleration acts to change the radial speed
whereas the inertial centripetal acceleration acts to rotate the radial direction.
Likewise in the transverse direction the two terms cancel each other with one of
the terms acting to change the transverse speed while the other term acts to
change the transverse direction, hence conserving angular momentum. These
curious observations, combined with the fact that the choice of polar origin is
entirely arbitrary, points to an inertial mechanism involving a sea of tiny
vortices pressing against each other with centrifugal force while striving to
dilate and which would cause a velocity dependent inertial pressure to act
uniformly all around a body.[1], [2], [3], [4], [5] This inertial pressure must be the
same thing as kinetic energy, because we know that centrifugal force is the
radial gradient of transverse kinetic energy.
If we swing a weight on the end of a string, the inertial centrifugal
force acting on the weight causes the string to become taut. This induces a
tension in the string that causes a reactive centripetal force to act on the weight,
which in turn cancels the inertial centrifugal force. Hence we are left with a net
2
inertial centripetal force r that causes the weight to undergo circular motion.

Centripetal Force
II. In planetary orbits, conservation of angular momentum causes the transverse
term in equation (4) to vanish. This is recognized in Kepler’s second law which
is the law of areal speeds. Meanwhile the gravity sinks distort the inertial
centripetal force mechanism, and so gravity replaces the inertial centripetal
force. You might say that a gravity sink replaces the inertial frame of reference
with a radial field. Or alternatively you might say that there is no such thing as
an inertial frame of reference.
2
Writing the centrifugal term in the form r , equation (4) becomes,
2
2
r  (k / r  r )rˆ

(6)
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first presented by Leibniz in the form

r  k / r  l / r
2
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(7)

where k is the gravitational constant and l is the angular momentum
constant. The interplay between the gravitational inverse square law attractive
force and the inverse cube law centrifugal repulsive force involves two different
power laws and this leads to stable orbits that are elliptical, circular, parabolic,
or hyperbolic.

Conclusion
III. An inertial frame of reference exists in the absence of either a solenoidal or
a radial force field, and the inertial path is a uniform straight line motion. With
respect to any arbitrarily chosen polar origin, a body moving in straight line
uniform motion will experience a pair of equal and opposite inertial forces, in
both the radial and the transverse directions, hence implying that an equal
pressure, due to motion, exists all around the body. This pressure is better
known as kinetic energy.
In the case of large planetary bodies, the surrounding gravity sinks distort
the inertial frame and replace the inertial centripetal force with an inverse
square law force of attraction. The trajectories then become elliptical, circular,
hyperbolic, or parabolic. The centrifugal force does not form an action-reaction
pair with gravity and the two are not in general the same magnitude, however in
the special case of a circular planetary orbit, the centrifugal force does exactly
cancel with the force of gravity and there remains no net radial force. This
situation tends to cause much confusion, because if we superimpose on top of it
the coordinate frame that is used for an inertial frame of reference, an apparent
centripetal force is observed. This centripetal force is however purely fictitious.
In the case of a weight that is attached to the end of a string that is tethered
at the polar origin and undergoing circular motion in an inertial frame, there is a
net inertial centripetal force acting on the weight. This net inertial centripetal
force, normally hidden from view in the inertial path, is unmasked because the
inertial centrifugal force is cancelled by the reaction force due to the tension in
the string.
The inverse cube law relationship that appears in the inertial forces hints at
dielectric origins since the inverse cube law in distance is characteristic of a
dipole field. The tiny aether vortices that fill all of space, and which serve as the
medium for the propagation of light, are therefore likely to be dipolar. Gravity
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on the other hand is due to a large scale flow of aether that flows through this
sea of tiny vortices. The fact that the vortices are dipolar means that the
gravitational field will exert a torque on them, causing them to precess about an
axis that is aligned along the gravitational lines of force, hence inducing
centrifugal force at right angles to these lines of force. A simple mechanical
analogy to a single gravitational line of force would be a row of freely rotating
propeller blades. When the wind causes the blades to rotate, some air is flung
sideways. The cushion of pressurized air, which would therefore exist in the
space between two such neighbouring rows of rotating propeller blades,
corresponds to the centrifugal pressure that exists between adjacent
gravitational lines of force, and which sustains the planets in their stable orbits.
As the large scale aether flow of gravity percolates through the dense sea of
tiny aether vortices, these will absorb any large scale vorticity, hence ensuring
that the gravitational field is predominantly irrotational.
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